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RELEASE INFORMATION 
 
Date: 22nd of July 2014 
 
Contact:  
Kaleigh Tirone Nunes  
+351 914 203 004 
kaleigh@sinnentertainment.com 
 
Artist: Adrian & Georgi Barrel 
Title: Back2BassKicks 
Format: Digital 
Release Date: 28th of July 2014 
File Under: Deep House 
 
London, UK, 2014 – Next up is a dream team collaboration of Adrian & Georgi Barrel. 
They provide one original each, as well as collaborating on a first rate single, and later in 
the year Adrian has his first solo EP coming on the label. 
 
Adrian is a Barcelona based, Dutch born producer whose house sounds take inspiration 
from everything - hip hop, bass and garage included – and have won him plenty of plaudits, 
whilst Georgi Barrel is a German talent who holds down resident DJ duties at ARM and 
has previously picked up support from the likes of Laurent Garnier, John Digweed and 
Joyce Muniz. 
 
Listen:  http://soundcloud.com/sinnmusik-1/sets/sm017 
 
The title track, made by both young producers, is a deep house affair with nice skewed 
synths bringing plenty of tension to proceedings. A mildly acid basslines adds more heat 
and the crisp percussion glides along in funky fashion. 
 
Adrian’s ‘The Way’ is a more pumping, driven bit of old school New Jersey house with 
crushed hits and nice slinky percussion that will make for perfect dancing material for 
classier, house loving dancefloors.  
 
Last but not least, Barrel’s Jersey Love is a deep, slow and sensuous bit of lo-fi house 
with a killer bobbling bassline, cute little vocal coos and generally a nice and warm, 
colourful neon vibe that makes you feel goooood! 
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First Reactions: 
 
Amine Edge & DANCE (CUFF)  
"THE WAY... sick as fuck" 
 
Piemont (Yellow Tail, MBF, Mr Carter)  
"Well arranged quality stuff!" 
 
Animal Trainer (HIVE, Stil Vor Talent)  
"The Way displays a catchy groove..." 
 
Brothers' Vibe (BV Black, NJ, USA)  
"SOLID man!!" 
 
Chris Fortier (Bedrock, Thoughtless, Highway)  
"deep" 
 
Maximilijan (Liebe*Detail, Area Remote)  
"Back2BassKicks is solid!" 
 
Mirco Violi (Hypercolour, Catwash, OFF)  
"nice tracks." 
 
Todd G (Cerecs)  
"Good old school beats. Nice" 
 
Bruno - Koma  
“great ep, three fine groovers” 
 
AGENT! (Moon Harbour / Desolat)  
“the way, support !” 
 
maDJam (Mix FM)  
“Love the janet jackson sample in "The Way" and "Jersey Love"” 
 
Neil Quigley  
"Liking Back2Basskicks and The Way very much, just my style." 
 
Vanilla Ace  
"The Way is cool, mellow but deep for late hours..." 


